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Holding on to anger is like grasping a 
hot coal with the intent of throwing it 

at someone else; you are the one 
getting burned. 

 Buddha 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
December Sesshin 

The Center will be closed for the December 
sesshin from Friday, December 25 through 
Friday, January 1. Daisan will resume on 
Saturday, January 2. 

 
New Year’s Brunch 

The annual New Year’s smorgasbord brunch, 
with traditional brunch fare, will be from 11-2 
on January 1 at Lotsa Pasta in Pacific Beach. 
The sign up will be on the kitchen table. The 
cost will be $14 for adults and $7 for children; 
checks should be made to ZCSD by December 
26. Family and friends are welcome. 

 
Board Election   

Nominations for the 2010 Board of Trustees will 
run from December 2-23. Ballots will be 
available in the ZCSD kitchen. The election will 
run from Jan 2 through Jan 17. 

 
February Sesshin 

The sign-up for the three day February sesshin, 
beginning Friday, Feb 12 and ending Monday, 
Feb 15 is on Dec 12. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

– Parking is Practice –   

Please park at least 2 blocks away 

and please be mindful of our neighbors 

 
SCHEDULE 

Dawn Sitting 
 Weekdays, Mon. – Fri. 6-7 am 
 
Tues. Evening 
 Two Sittings, 6:30 – 8:00 pm 
 
Wed. Evening 
 Two Sittings, 6:30 – 7:40 pm 
 Practice seminar follows  
 (until about 8:20 pm) 
 
Thurs. Evening 
 Two Sittings, 6:30 – 8:00 pm 
 
Sat. Morning  
 8:30 am Work practice 
 
 8:45 am Introductory workshop 
   for newcomers 
 
   Follow-up instruction  
   for those who have 
  attended introduction 
 
 9:00 - Noon Three sittings; Dharma talk 
 
First Sun. Morning Each Month: 
 Three Sittings, 9:00 am-11:00 am 
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Please do not e-mail this form 

APPLICATION FOR 2010 SESSHIN 
ZEN CENTER of SAN DIEGO • 2047 Felspar St. • San Diego, CA 92109 • 858-273-3444 

Please print clearly to avoid delay in processing your application, and please fill out this form completely. 

Name  _____________________________________________________________________  Age _______  Gender  _____ 

Address  ____________________________________________   City _______________________ State ____ Zip _______ 

Home phone  ________________________________________   Work phone _____________________________________ 

Emergency contact (name) _____________________________   (phone) _________________________________________ 
        (must be blood relative or spouse) 

e-mail____________________________________ (ZCSD has no e-mail address, but volunteers may contact you by e-mail). 

 
Circle the sesshin for which you are applying: 

Please note: Applications cannot be considered unless a check for sesshin fees is included 
 

Date Member Non-member Mail-in Date 
 Dec  12/26 – 12/31  5-day                              150 175                          Sept 26  
      Feb  2/12 – 2/15  3-day 90 105 Dec 12 
 April 3/29 – 4/3 5-day 150 175 Feb 29 
 June  6/10 – 6/13 3-day 90 105 Apr 10 
 August  8/10 – 8/15 5-day 150 175 Jun 10 
 Oct  10/15 – 10/18 3-day (Questhaven) 175 200 Aug 15 
 Dec   12/26 – 12/31 5-day 150 175 Sept 26 

 
Have you ever attended sesshins at ZCSD?  ___Yes ___ No  

This will be my   ___1st    ___ 2nd     ___ 3rd     ___ +        sesshin at ZCSD 

Date/location/teacher of your most recent sesshin   ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Mail in form no earlier than the mail-in date above, marked: Attention  Sesshin Coordinator.  The postmark will be 
entered as the application date.  Please wait to make air reservations until your application has been confirmed.  We will notify 
you as soon as decisions have been made.  If you haven’t heard from us exactly one month before the sesshin begins, please 
call the Center. 

Arrive by 6:30 pm the first night.**  Last day will end about 3:00 pm. A light snack will be available the first evening.  
**Newcomers please arrive early for orientation.  Orientation begins at 4:30 pm 

Work Skills (circle):   cooking,  shopping prior to sesshin,  electrical,  carpentry,  painting,  computer,  gardening, sewing, 
flower arranging,  jobs  prior to sesshin,  other: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Physical conditions limiting participation:__________________________________________________________________ 
 
I agree to maintain a daily sitting practice from the time of this application through the sesshin.  I will participate in the entire 
schedule, including interviews, sittings, meals, work, and any assigned tasks.  I will be on time for all activities.  I understand 
that my physical, mental, and emotional well-being are my own responsibility.  Zen practice is not a substitute for therapy.  I 
am capable of undertaking the rigors of a sesshin at this time.  I am seeking medical or therapeutic treatment for any 
condition(s) I have, and have revealed all pertinent information on this form.  I will sign a waiver releasing ZCSD from 
accident and injury liability. 
 
________________________________________________    ________________________________________________ 
Signature Legibly printed name 
ALL BLANKS ON APPLICATION FILLED IN?   ___ Yes   ___ No 
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Blaming and Forgiveness  
Ezra Bayda from Zen Heart 

 
When we feel that others have hurt us, our usual 
tendency is to judge and blame them.  We are also 
rarely aware that our blaming is mainly an attempt to 
cover our own pain, including the pain of seeing 
ourselves as diminished, or as not enough in some way. 
So we get angry or resentful, and then focus on the 
shortcomings of those who have hurt us.   
 
But in our blaming there is another 
subtle dynamic going on. When we take 
offense at others, we think our offense 
or hurt is the result of what they did or 
didn’t do. We thus use their behavior to 
justify our anger.  But in so doing, we’re 
missing a crucial point: when we get 
caught in blame and justification – in 
our anger and resentment – we have lost 
our own way. We have cut ourselves off 
from the heart, from the love and 
connection that is our true nature.  
 
It is always worth considering that at least some of our 
anger toward others comes from remorse for our own 
behavior, which we intuitively know goes against our 
natural Being. While such situations may, in fact, 
eventually require taking objective steps to remedy 
potentially harmful outward actions, the real 
transformative process is an inner one.  We have to 
acknowledge that it is our own darkness that has pulled 
us off the path, not the darkness of the other. Even 
though the other may have done something unskillful or 
unkind, this never justifies our unkindness in return. 
 
Though something in us already knows this, it often 
takes only a nanosecond to go from this innate 
understanding to the mental realm of judging and 
blaming the other. Sadly, it is from our own unkindness 
toward the other, as manifested in our judging and 
blaming, that we make the choice to live from a closed 
heart. And in so doing, we are choosing to live as a 
victim, insisting on being right, and elevating ourselves 
by putting the other down.  
 
The question remains, why do we do this? In part, it is 
because we live out of two equally false self-images: 
one is the negative belief that at our core we are 
nothing, that we are fundamentally unworthy; the other 
is the compensatory self-image, such as being kind or 
worthy, that we develop in order to cover over the 
negative one.   Neither of these images is the truth; they 
are merely two sides of the same delusion.  And as long 

as we live out of these self-images – rooted in the 
syndrome of unworthiness – and as long as we continue 
to blame others out of fear, or the need to elevate 
ourselves, we solidify the ego identity of I-as-a-me. In 
so doing, we continue to disconnect from ourselves, 
from our natural Being-Kindness. 
 

Practicing with anger ultimately allows 
us to see that when people treat us 
unkindly, it is their action, born of their 
suffering, and has little to do with us. 
And while we may still want to use 
their actions to justify our negative 
reaction, we should be aware that we 
have another choice; we can instead 
choose to turn away from blaming. 
When we can, in fact, turn away from 
blaming – which entails a willingness 
to feel our own anger, hurt and fear– 
we open ourselves to relating to the 

other in a new way. We are now able to see them in 
their all-too-human garb, as just another human being in 
pain. Perhaps we may even understand that they were 
not trying to hurt us, but simply acting out of their own 
pain-induced closed-heartedness. 
 
For example, suppose we feel hurt by someone’s words 
or actions. The ego will react almost immediately with 
anger and righteousness. The usual defenses, such as 
self-justifying and blaming, will arise from the fear of 
feeling unworthy, and from the attempt to posit a strong 
image. No one wants to feel the hurt or fear, so we use 
this shield of anger to protect us. We might fall into the 
righteous mode – making our case, being right. We 
might elevate ourselves by subtly putting the other 
down, one of the surest signs that we’re acting from the 
small mind of insecurity. But in so doing we’re ignoring 
whatever our part may have been in triggering the 
hurtful words or actions. We have to remember that 
when difficulties such as these arise between adults, no 
one is totally blameless; at times, we all do things that 
are potentially harmful. We may know somehow that 
we are ignoring the unkindness we’ve perpetrated 
against the person we perceive as hurtful, but because 
we do not want to acknowledge our own unkindness, we 
may try to write it all off as the other person’s fault, to 
justify our anger. Yet, if we look more closely inward, 
we may realize that our anger is being used, at least in 
part, to avoid feeling remorse for our own insensitivity 
to the other.   
 

When we refrain from 
judging and blaming, we 
have an opportunity to 
cease our unkindness 

toward others (regardless 
of their unkindness toward 

us) and to experientially 
reconnect with the heart. 
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But even if we didn’t mistreat the other, we can still 
be caught in the stance of righteous blaming. With 
this mindset, we’re cutting ourselves off from living 
from our true nature. Yet, when we can stay with our 
visceral experience, without defending, we may truly 
see our own unkindness. We may also clearly see the 
unkindness of the other for what it really is – the 
unskillful act of someone in pain.  
 
Working with anger and other negative emotions in 
this way is not easy; we simply do not want to move 
away from blaming because that exposes us to pain. 
But when we can honestly experience our own pain 
without blaming others for it, we can truly begin to 
see the other’s struggle as no different from our own. 
As we become aware of not only our own pain but 
also that of another human being, genuine 
compassion for ourselves and the other can arise 
naturally. And from this place, there is really no one 

to forgive, because the sense of separateness, of “I” 
forgiving “you,” is no longer operative. In its place is 
the heart-felt connection with another that comes 
when we can see them with real clarity, no longer 
blinded by our emotional neediness and reactivity. 
 
When we refrain from judging and blaming, we have 
an opportunity to cease our unkindness toward others 
(regardless of their unkindness toward us) and to 
experientially reconnect with the heart. When we 
truly abandon our blaming and see that we have not 
been hurt by others but by ourselves, and likewise 
that they are not hurting us but themselves, genuine 
compassion and forgiveness come forth without 
effort. And when our equanimity is no longer 
dependent on how others treat us, we are inwardly 
free to live from the Being-Kindness that is our true 
nature. 
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